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1. Mission
Japan's domestic content and related industries account for a total of 53 trillion
yen, or 10% of GDP, and despite a declining population, the domestic market is
expected to continue to grow slightly each year, reaching a scale of 13 trillion yen
by 2020, with online media expected to expand by 34.2% to 4.452 trillion yen by
2020.
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The overseas market for Japanese content, which is highly regarded around the
world, has more than doubled in the past 10 years, and is expected to exceed 2
trillion yen by 2020. The largest overseas market by category is anime, followed by
online games for smartphone applications, which have grown rapidly, and then
print publication and distribution of manga.
The overseas market size in 2016 was the U.S., China, Japan, the U.K., Germany,
and France, in that order. Of the total 101.9 trillion yen in 16 countries in 2016, the
U.S. accounted for about 45%, China about 13.5%, and Japan about 11%.
The Primez NFT Marketplace will focus on the value of these Japanese contents
and convert them into NFT, protecting and enhancing the value of creators active
in Japanese culture, and creating a new economic zone not only in the Japanese
market but also in the US and Asia.

NUMERIC
⚫ Increase the value of content creators
⚫ Expansion into Japanese and international markets
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2. Project Summary

2.1

Non-fungible token (NFT)

2017 In September 2010, a new technical standard was proposed on the
blockchain Ethereum that allows for the unique representation of digital data
that can be easily reproduced. The digital data issued using this standard is
called Non-Fungible Token (NFT).

We will issue a cryptographic asset, PRIMEZ Token (PRIEMZ Token, abbreviated
PRX), in order to stably operate the PRIMEZ chain as a decentralized platform.
The PRIEMZ token is a blockchain specialized in the issuance, management, and
distribution of NFTs in the Japanese content domain, and is designed in
accordance with the business model. In addition, the PRIMEZ chain can be
connected to multiple blockchains, including Ethereum, and functions as a crosschain platform that serves as a hub for the issuance and distribution of NFTs.
By establishing a platform for the use of two new assets, NFT and cryptographic
assets, we will introduce Japan's world-class contents to Japan and overseas
using blockchain technology and create a new market.
2.2

From Japan to the World

In Japan, we have a finely tuned sense of beauty with different nuances, such as
"oka" for bright intellectual beauty and "mono-aware" for deep emotional beauty.
They have a finely tuned sense of "beauty" with different nuances. They have a
sense of beauty in "small, lovely things" and "reduced things" rather than "large,
powerful things. These sensitivities and aesthetics have given birth to the
"shrunken world view" of bonsai, hako niwa (boxed gardens), and bento lunch
boxes, which have not only taken root in Japanese culture, but are now widely
known throughout the world.
We would like to introduce such Japanese culture to the Japanese market,
which has had few opportunities to experience it, and to the international market
in general, through the NFT, which is digital content that transcends space.
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3. Features of NFT
3.1

Data Uniqueness

In today's increasingly digitized world, the following are possible reasons why
digital items are not widely used.
(1) Existing digital data can be easily duplicated or falsified, making it difficult to
ensure its one-piece nature.
(2) It is difficult for users to feel that they own the asset.
If data could not be duplicated or tampered with, digital items would be given
the same value as real items, and clear ownership would be guaranteed.
Each token has its own ID and unique data, which is verified on the blockchain
to guarantee its originality.
3.2 Safety and transparency of secondary distribution
Another function that NFTs enable is the secure secondary distribution of digital
items. NFTs issued on the blockchain are able to verify the entire history of the
item, thus confirming the authenticity and illegality of the item. In addition,
digital items issued on the blockchain can be used to securely send NFTs and
cryptographic assets simultaneously through smart contracts.
3.3 Mutual use between services
It is also possible to develop multiple applications that can use the issued NFT, so
the same NFT can be used in different services. For example, by issuing fan club
memberships as NFTs, the history and contributions of multiple fan clubs can be
managed as one, and items issued as NFTs in one game can be used in another
game.
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4. Token Economy
4.1 Overall picture
PRIMEZ Chain is a decentralized NFT platform consisting of three players: users,
the PRIMEZ Chain Consortium, and content holders. The PRIMEZ Chain
Consortium operates the PRIMEZ Chain, a private blockchain, and provides
the functions of issuing, distributing, and secondary distribution of NFTs.
4.2 Overview

Content holders can use the PRIMEZ chain to publish their own contents as
NFTs on the blockchain and pay PRX as a transaction fee when publishing NFTs.
When issuing NFTs, users pay PRXs as a gas fee, and can order NFTs of the
contents they support from content holders. Users can also participate in the
governance of the blockchain through the PRIMEZ chain consortium by voting
with PRXs, a crypto asset, and earn the PRXs needed to purchase NFTs as a
reward. The PRIMEZ chain consortium is responsible for the decentralized
operation of the PRIMEZ chain and rewards content holders with the gas price
paid to issue NFTs.
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4.3 Issuing and recording NFTs

NFTs distributed in the PRIMEZ chain ecosystem are issued on the PRIMEZ chain,
which is a consortium-based private chain. The PRIMEZ chain uses Proof of
Authority (PoA) as a consensus algorithm to ensure reliable and stable
operations.
Content holders pay a fee in PRXs when issuing a new NFT, and the NFT is
created on the blockchain by the PRIMEZ chain consortium. PRXs paid here are
stored in the PRIMEZ Chain Reward Pool, which is managed by smart contracts,
and in addition to the fee income from blockchain usage, a portion of the total
PRX volume is allocated as an ecosystem reward in the early days of the launch.
This will be used to ensure the stable operation of the PRIMEZ chain. Each
member of the consortium will earn a management fee based on the amount
of PRXs they own from the PRIMEZ chain reward pool.
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4.4 Sales and distribution of NFTs
Content holders can use the NFTs issued on the PRIMEZ chain for their own
services.
NFTs can be freely distributed and sold to users, and their distribution history is
recorded in the PRIMEZ chain. The PRIMEZ chain will also be used to
transparently handle the secondary distribution of NFTs.

4.5 Development of cross-chain infrastructure
The PRIMEZ chain allows users to transfer NFTs from the PRIMEZ chain to multiple
blockchains including Ethereum and uses a cross-chain module called Poly
Network to connect the PRIMEZ chain to other blockchains. Users can freely
move NFTs between blockchains such as Ethereum, Polygon, Neo, etc. NFTs
issued on the PRIMEZ chain can also be used in applications on Ethereum.
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5. Governance functions
5. 1 The two governance functions
There are two different ecosystems in the PRIMEZ chain, each with its own
governance functions. The first is governance by the PRIMEZ Chain
Consortium, which makes decisions on the PRIMEZ chain where NFTs are
issued. The second is the governance of additional PRXs to be issued. The
second is the governance of additional PRX issuance, which is
independent of the PRIMEZ chain and is managed entirely by smart
contracts on Ethereum, with all PRX owners able to participate in the
governance.
The operation of the PRIMEZ chain by the PRIMEZ chain consortium and the
issuance of new PRXs on Ethereum are independent, so the governance of
one side will not affect the other.
5.2 Governance of the PRIMEZ chain
Members of the PRIMEZ chain consortium will be able to participate in
decisions regarding the PRIMEZ chain, such as changes to the gas price
structure. Voting is done via smart contracts on the PRIMEZ chain, and
decisions are made when 2more than one member of the3 PRIMEZ chain
consortium approves a proposal.
Each member gets the right to vote proportional to the amount of PRX
held and can participate in the governance voting.
5.3 Governance of token issuance
PRXs will be issued as ERC20 tokens on the Ethereum blockchain, with all
10billion PRXs issued at the launch of the PRIMEZ chain ecosystem. All PRXs
will be unlocked a 1year after initial issuance, at which point PRX holders
will be able to propose and vote to approve new PRX issuance. Voting will
take place on the Ethereum smart contract, and all PRX holders will be
able to submit proposals and participate in the voting. Each stakeholder
will be given the right to vote according to the amount of PRXs they own,
and the proposal will be approved by a majority 23of valid votes.
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6. Technical specifications
6.1 Ethereum
When comparing various blockchains, the number of network users
participating in the ecosystem, the degree of activity of the community, the
activity of application development, and the development environment were
taken into consideration, and Ethereum was chosen as the technology platform
for issuing PRX.

6.2 Technical Standard: ERC20
The PRXs issued on Ethereum are based on Ethereum's own token standard
called ERC20, which stands for Ethereum Request for Comments. ERC20 was
proposed, discussed, and published by Vitalik Buterin et al. in 2015. ERC20 was
proposed and discussed by Vitalik Buterin et al. in 2015 and published. Since
then, ERC20 has been used as the leading token standard for issuing new
crypto assets on Ethereum.
6.3 Utility
PRX is a cryptographic asset issued on Ethereum and has the following main
utilities in the PRIMEZ chain ecosystem
(1) Utilities related to the PRIMEZ chain
⚫ Payment of NFT Issuance Processing Fee
⚫ Payment for PRIMEZ chain node operations
⚫ Delegation to members of the PRIMEZ chain consortium
(2) Utilities related to applications built on the PRIMEZ chain
⚫ Purchase NFTs
⚫ Granting rights through PRX ownership
⚫ Subscription Payment
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7. PRX
7.1 Overview
Name: Primez Token (PRX)
Standard: ERC20 token
Number of copies issued: 10Billions
Current ratio: 1PRX/ 0.05USDT (at the time of issuance)
Distribution ratio: as follows
(1) Community mining: 35%
350 million units, or 35% of the total issuance, will be allocated to community mining.
300 million units will be distributed in the first three years, after which 0.5 billion units
will be used for long-term incentives.
In the first year, 10% of the total tokens will be distributed, of which 2% will be used
for airdrops.
The second year will be 12%, the third year will be 8%, and the fourth year and
beyond will be 5% total.
The details of the community mining are as follows:
(1) LP Farming (including pair staking): 25%
(2) Single staking: 3%
(3) Airdrop to PRX Token holders: 2%
(4) NFT staking: 5%
(2) Ecosystem developers and ecosystem growth: 20%
A portion of the 20% will be used for community member airdrops and incentive
programs.
(3) Official management team: 20%
The Official Administration Team will be responsible for development and
maintenance. 200 million units (20%) will be allocated to the Official Administration
Team with a one-year lock-up from the launch of the main net.
From the second year to the end of the fourth year, 5% will be distributed annually.
(4) Presale: 20%
20% of the total issue volume will be allocated to the pre-sale. The tokens will be
locked and distributed for 6 months.
(5) Advisors: 5%
5% of the total issuance volume will be allocated to advisors. Tokens will be
distributed for three years, at 1.66% annually.
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Allocation Ratio

5%
20%

35%

20%
20%

(1) Community mining: 35%.
(2) Ecosystem developers and ecosystem growth: 20%.
(3) Official management team: 20%.
(4) Pre-sale: 20%.
(5) Advisors: 5%.
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8. Benefits of having PRX
You will enjoy unique benefits not found in other
tokens.

1.

5% of PRIMEZ sales will be returned to PRX token holders based
on the amount of PRX tokens they hold and the length of time,
calculated every 6 months.

2.

A credit card (or debit card) will be issued with a charge of
USDT equivalent to the PRX token. Can be used for shopping
and cashing around the world. *Credit cards will be
implemented in Phase 2.

3.

Unique NFT artworks sold only on PRIMEZ marketplace can be
purchased with PRX tokens.

4.

Loan ETH against NFT artworks and PRX tokens.

5.

PRX tokens give you the right to vote in events. (e.g., boxing
game matches, voting in contests, etc.)

6.

Securely convert PRX tokens into various cryptographic assets
and legal tender

7.

Price increase is expected after listing on major overseas
crypto exchanges.
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9. Roadmap

Year 2022
Phase

1

Jan

private
sale

Production
Preparation

Feb

PRIMEZ Market place
release

Mar

NFT works
launch

May

Video NFT works
launch

DEX Listing

Phase
2

Phase
3

Overseas Markets
Place Alliance

Overseas
Major exchange
Market listing

PRIMEZ Metaverse
Development &
implementation

Jun

Starting MetaLive(live
streaming)services

Sep

Overseas
Major exchange
Markets
Expansion of listing

Dec

Year 2023

Jan
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10. Management Team

Angela Chow
CEO

Zhou Fan
COO

Angela Chow is a Taiwanese female
entrepreneur working in trade and
consultancy.
Since 2017, she shifted her business
focus to blockchain and crypto asset
trading, and since 2019, she has
been doing research on NFT and
introducing PRIMZ to the world.

Zhou Fan has served as an advisor to
more than two dozen companies,
including ITOCHU, Mitsui Engineering
& Shipbuilding, Mitsui Bank, Mitsui
Marine & Fire Insurance, Mitsui O.S.K.
Lines, Toshiba, Dentsu, Sony, Toyota,
Marubeni, Nippon Oil Corporation,
and Japan Airlines. Chairman of the
Under-Z Group and Z Holdings.

Naokazu Kudo
Appraiser

Jason Lam
Area Manager, Singapore

Naokazu grew up surrounded by jewelry
and works of art, and by the time he was
20 years old, he had developed a selftaught knowledge of jewelry. By the time
he was 20 years old, he had trained in
Okachimachi, the town of gems. He
currently runs a gem appraisal company
in Japan and is also involved in
commentating on gems and supervising
gem programs.

Jason is an expert in marketing crypto
applications. He has over 7 years of
experience in investment banking and
strategy consulting, working in the
banking industry for both local and
foreign banks. He currently runs a
management consultancy firm in
Singapore, where he is also the chief
strategist and advisor for several
blockchain projects.
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Edward Hong
Area Manager, Hong Kong

Jordy Williams
Area Manager, Oceania

Edward has experience in Asia and
Germany and is fluent in English,
Chinese, Cantonese, German and
Japanese. With more than 30 years of
experience in private equity and real
estate, Edward brings a wealth of
experience in Hong Kong, China and
Japan to his work on blockchain and
NFT projects in Hong Kong.

Jordy has been involved in the
cryptocurrency space since 2014,
working as a face model in a
variety of games. With a
background in economics, he is
responsible for the content and
management of NFT and is
responsible for sales in the New
Zealand and Australian markets.

Anna Pankova
Area Manager, Russia
Anna is a native speaker of Russian, English,
Chinese, and Japanese.
In addition to working in the trading industry,
she has deep knowledge and experience in
crypto asset trading and NFT.
She has been developing market sales in
Russia.
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11. Disclaimer
Please be aware of and accept the following risks before owning and using PRX. PRX shall not
be liable for any loss or damage incurred by you as a result of any of the following risks.
11.1 Risks related to the property value of PRX itself
PRXs are issued as cryptographic assets, not as securities, financial instruments, or any other
investment products or prepaid means of payment in financial instruments trading. As PRXs
are issued in accordance with the ERC20 standard, they can be exchanged with various
services that accept the ERC20 standard, but the issuer of the PRX does not endorse or
guarantee this. However, the issuer of the PRX does not recommend or guarantee this. PRX
users are requested to use external services for their own operations under their own
responsibility and authority.

11.2 Risk of losing PRX due to loss of private key
The private key itself or a combination of private keys is required for the exchange of the user's
own PRXs, and the management of the private key is the user's own authority and
responsibility. The loss of PRXs may be caused by phishing attacks, malware attacks on the
user's terminal, DoS attacks, consensus-based attacks, and various other forms of attacks
against the user.
11.3 Risks associated with the Ethereum protocol
Since the PRX is based on the Ethereum protocol, ERC20, any malfunction, failure or glitch in
the Ethereum protocol may have a material adverse effect on the PRX and may render the
PRX temporarily unusable. In addition, in order to use the PRX, a transfer fee (GAS fee) is
required when transferring funds on the Ethereum network, and the GAS fee may increase
due to causes unrelated to the issuer of the PRX, such as congestion on the Ethereum network.
11.4 Risks of Mining Attacks
PRXs, like distributed cryptographic tokens based on other public chain protocols, may be
subject to attacks by mining during the verification of token transactions on the blockchain.
These attacks may pose a risk to transaction records and other information related to PRXs.
11.5 Changes in laws and regulations and taxation risk
Any laws, ordinances, statutes, regulations, orders, notices, ordinances, guidelines, or other
regulations or taxation systems related to PRX may be subject to change in the future. In
addition, you are responsible for making decisions regarding the taxation of PRX, including
whether to file a tax return, at your own discretion.
11.6 Risks due to input errors by users and other factors, etc.
There may be a risk of unintended transaction results due to input errors or other actions by
users, malfunctions, failures, or operating conditions of third-party communication or system
equipment, natural disasters, cyber attacks, or other causes.
11.7 Relationships among users
Any transactions, communications, disputes, etc. between users and other users or third
parties shall be handled and resolved at the user's own risk, and the Company shall not be
responsible for such matters.
11.8 Risks associated with suspension of issuance or distribution of PRXs
The Company shall not be liable for any damages incurred by the user in connection with the
suspension, termination, or modification of the issuance and distribution of PRX, deletion or loss
of the user's messages or information, cancellation of the user's registration, loss of data due to
the use of this service, malfunction or damage to equipment, or any other matter.
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ANGELA GLOBAL Co. Ltd.
info@primez.io
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